Reducing Production: An Unfolding Goal
by Don Fitz

The question is not should we advocate reducing production within capitalist society but rather: How do
we best relate to those struggles that are already occurring? Activists across the globe are challenging
the uncontrollable dynamic of economic expansion which threatens the survival of humanity. It has never been more urgent to provide a vision of a new society that can pull these efforts together.
Climate change is justifiably the focus of con5. An anti-growth movement would easily be co-optcern in the early 21st century. The Earth is aped.
proaching the level of 450 parts per million (ppm) of
Let’s look at each of these.
atmospheric carbon, a level which must be averted if
1. Does lowering production mean a worse
humans are to avoid a cataclysmic turning point
quality of life?
when climate change will loop into itself and increase even without additional industrial activity.
Most economic writers, even socialist ones, still
Sanity dictates that humanity do everything in its
seem to believe that there is a strong connection bepower to roll back carbon levels to at least 350 ppm.
tween production and consumption. Linking the
Yet corporate politicians shriek blindly that the
words in the phrase “production and consumption”
only solution to economic crisis is increasing proimplies that they are two parts of the same process.
duction. Incessant economic growth is causing an
Enormous changes during the twentieth century proextinction rate unseen since the last huge meteor hit
foundly weakened the bond between them.
Earth. It is not limited to terrestrial Life—oceanic
In 1880, Frederick Engels wrote:
Life is threatened by acidification.
The possibility of securing for every member
Massive industrial proof society, by socialized production spews toxic poisons
duction, an existence not
that unravel mammalian exisonly fully sufficient materiActivists across the globe are
tence. Since World War II,
ally, and becoming day by
over 100,000 new chemical
day more full, but an exischallenging economic expansion …
compounds have been introtence guaranteeing to all the
free development and exerduced. Despite Three Mile Iscise of their physical and mental faculties—this
land, Chernobyl and Fukushima, mountains of rapossibility is now for the first time here, but it is
dioactive waste continue to climb, waiting for the
here. [2, Emphasis in original]
day that they will cease to provide any electricity but
will poison Life for eternity.
But capitalism would not stop expanding mere“Peak everything” began with an understanding
ly because it had the potential to meet human needs.
that it is not only oil but also coal and gas that are fiOver a century later, Robert Bryce noted:
nite. Those who now write of “peak soil” refer to
In 1913, America’s gross domestic product
essentially the same concept that Karl Marx and
[GDP] was about $39 billion. By 2005, U.S. GDP
even writers before him saw occurring. [1] Virtually
was more than $12.4 trillion or about 300 times as
every struggle over resource extraction is intermuch as the 1913 figure. Thus, in a remarkable
twined with “peak water” which is now
threatening the lives of millions. Only a
few years ago, very few had heard of
Hoover’s Committee announced capitalism could
“fracking” and “tar sands,” which now
symbolize how the greed for raw materials
be saved via the manufacture of artificial needs.
pushes capitalism into increasingly destructive ventures.
parallel, that 300-fold increase in oil imports has
Despite the centrality of growth in destroying
been accompanied by a 300-fold increase in Amerthe biology of existence, progressives often throw up
ica’s economic output. [3]
a variety of objections to opposing economic expanHow did corporations manage to continue an
sion:
enormous
increase in production well after the abili1. Reducing production would supposedly worsen
ty
to
meet
human needs had been reached? In 1929,
the lives of working people.
President
Herbert
Hoover’s Committee on Recent
2. The degrowth movement began with bourgeois
Economic
Changes
announced its conceptual breakliberals.
through:
Capitalism
could be saved via the manufac3. Since degrowth cannot occur within capitalism,
ture
of
artificial
needs.
The era of planned obsolesdiscussing it should wait until “after the revolucence
would
soon
be
born.
[4]
tion.”
André
Gorz
describes
in
great detail capital4. The concept of producing less is too abstract to
ism’s
designing
a
“material
environment”
of conbuild a movement around.
sumption. Instead of demand for needs directing
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supply, capitalism now creates a “subject for the ob2. Babies, bathwater and bourgeois
ject,” or consumer demands for whatever corporaliberalism
tions want to sell. [5]
It is not unusual for the degrowth movement to
Modern Western existence rests atop a mounbe
rejected
for being based in the liberal ideology of
tain of commodities that play no role whatsoever in
personal life style changes. But people sometimes
making our lives better but do, in fact, threaten the
make brilliant observations
biology of our existence. [6]
even when their overall
Unnecessary consumer purworld view leaves a lot to be
chases caused by fabricated
desired. Pointing to the
Western existence rests atop a
desires for electronic gadgets
philosophical weaknesses of
and in-style fashions create
mountain
of
commodities
that
play
those advocating degrowth
massive waste. But condoes not disprove their conno
role
in
making
our
lives
better
…
sumer choices are barely the
cept that the global economy
tip of the iceberg of unnecesmust shrink in order to presary and destructive producvent
environmental
disaster.
tion.
An example of such a great thinker is Ted
No one eats bombs for breakfast, and AmeriTrainer, who does a remarkable job of debunking the
cans never get to vote on the unending stream of
fantasy that solar and wind power could ever sustain
wars and military bases which pervade the globe.
an economy of infinite growth. Unfortunately, he
Yet, this accounts for up to 15% of the US GDP. [7]
advocates retreating into alternative communities
The vast majority of economic waste occurs
which practice the “Simpler Way” and emphatically
during production processes over which workers and
rejects class (or any form of) struggle. [9]
consumers have little to no control. Up to 85% of
Even if millions were to “plunge into the Tranthe energy embodied in homes is due to heating and
sition
Towns movement” in order to “build things
cooling systems. For decades, we have known how
like community gardens, farmers markets, skill
to build comfortable homes without furnaces; yet arbanks, etc.” it would barely scratch the surface of
chitects continue to design as if there were no tomordestructive activities of capitalism. [10] My backrow. For decades, we have known how to plan
yard garden has no effect on the quantity of nuclear
walkable neighborhoods that would allow over 80%
warheads produced or the design of urban transof trips to be made by bike and foot; but city planportation systems or the way small farmers are
ners continue to act as if adding some “green” tripushed off their land by agribusiness. The only posfling to a project has a serious impact on climate
sible outcome of a mass march to Transition Towns
change.
The simultaneous growth of starvation and obesity is the hallmark of a food industry where the production of a speck of nutritious food is dwarfed by
… workers control of production will not
the gargantuan resources devoted to chemicalizing,
render uranium non-deadly.
processing, packaging, preserving, transporting,
marketing, sugarizing, genetically modifying, discarding from grocery shelves and convincing people
would be helping the 1% extract yet more wealth
that they need to eat meat three times a day.
from those participating in the agricultural exodus.
It is similar with medicine. Why does Cuba
Leninists often heap scorn on the very idea of
spend 4% of what the US does for each citizen’s
shrinking the economy, citing what Marx would call
health care when both have the same life expectancy
the “idealism” of approaches such as Transition
of 78.0 years? It is much more than the 30% overTowns. Many object to fracking, tar sands extrachead of insurance companies. It is also because of
tion, and deep sea oil drilling, not from an underthe huge amount of over-treatment by a profit-driven
standing that they are inherently dangerous, but from
industry, under-treating patients whose illnesses get
a belief that they are dangerous only when done for
worse, creation of illnesses and treatments, exposure
profit. But workers control of production will not
of patients to contagion through over-hospitalization
prevent the expansion of land use from causing
and disease-oriented instead of prevention-oriented
species extinction. Nor will it render uranium nonresearch. [8]
deadly.
A strong connection between production and
This indifference toward the material basis of
consumption has characterized previous epochs of
ecological existence and hostility towards obvious
human existence. But no longer. Capitalism is now
truths espoused by liberal authors is very different
producing an ever greater quantity of things while a
from Marx’s approach to Hegel. As Engels wrote,
decreasing proportion of what is produced actually
“That the Hegelian system did not solve the problem
satisfies human needs. Since the vast majority of
it propounded is here immaterial. Its epoch-making
what is produced by capitalism is useless or harmful,
merit was that it propounded the problem.” [11] If
it is now possible to (1) increase the manufacture of
Marx had refused to learn from Hegel because of his
necessary goods, and simultaneously (2) decrease
idealism, Marx never would have turned Hegel on
the total volume of production.
his head to conceptualize dialectical materialism.
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Even more to the point is Engels’ treatment of
“the three great Utopians” (Saint-Simon, Fourier and
Owen) in Socialism: Utopian and Scientific. Engels
praises the contributions of each, paying particular
homage to Owen:
Every social movement, every real advance in
England on behalf of the workers links itself on to
the name of Robert Owen. He forced through in
1819, after five years’ fighting, the first law limiting
the hours of labor of women and children in factories. He was president of the first Congress at
which all the Trade Unions of England united in a
single great trade association. [12]
Before delving into scientific socialism, Engels
rakes all three across the coals, explaining that “To
all of these socialism is the expression of absolute
truth, reason and justice, and has only to be discovered to conquer the world by virtue of its own power.” [13] Engels held onto their goal of socialism
while throwing out their method of utopian idealism.

3. Waiting until “after the revolution”
In contrast to those who fail to recognize the
need to reduce the total volume of production, John
Bellamy Foster suffers no confusion about the need
not merely to slow down but to reverse the trends of

This indifference toward the material
basis of ecological existence is very
different from Marx’s approach to Hegel.

a goal within capitalist society is no reason to refrain
from advocating it.
Ever since the beginning of the labor movement, capitalists have sought to divide workers by
ethnicity and gender. Despite enormous advances, it
is not possible to eliminate either racism or sexism
within a mode of production that feeds on maximizing of profit by dividing the labor force against itself. But it would be hard to find progressives who
would abstain from these struggles because they
cannot be won until “after the revolution.” Quite the
opposite: A social movement changes consciousness
and the new awareness of oppression plants the
seeds for fully overcoming it in a post-capitalist society.
Similarly with imperialism. One of the greatest
consciousness-altering epochs in US history was opposition to the Vietnam War. Though a mass movement forced an end to that war, US imperialism was
hardly abolished. Lenin explained in great detail
how capitalism without imperialism would have
been an impossibility theorem—imperialism had become the epoch of capitalism when finance capital
reigned supreme. Indeed, Lenin railed against those
socialists who saw imperialism as a bad policy of
one group of parliamentarians. He thoroughly denounced Kautsky for suggesting that “imperialism is
not modern capitalism. It is only one of the forms of
policy of modern capitalism. This policy we can and
should fight...” [15]
Imperialism is economic growth uncorked.
Lenin saw that the merging of finance and industrial
capital pushed the economic system beyond its national boundaries and forced it into other countries
to increase the rate of accumulation:
The more capitalism develops, the more the
need for raw materials arises, the more bitter competition becomes, and the more feverishly the hunt
for raw materials proceeds all over the world, the
more desperate becomes the struggle for the acquisition of colonies. [16]
Opposing imperialism can only be successful if
anti-war campaigns become efforts to create a new
society. Realizing the possibility of one type of
struggle becoming a much larger one was the reason
that Lenin was so intolerant of those socialists who
argued that imperialism could be ended simply by
persuading politicians to do the right thing.

capitalism. [14] His quarrel is not with the goal of
reducing the enormous waste of capitalism but with
the pathetic inability of “green technology” to accomplish this, and even more so, the failure of “degrowth” theorists to come to grips with the relentless
drive for capital to expand. Foster observes that a
movement to lower the volume of production must
deal with the current crisis of unemployment, advance an alliance with workers, and address structural challenges faced by the global South.
But Foster could be used to support either of
two answers to the critical question: “Should we
work to lower production while living in capitalist
society?” On one hand, his title “Capitalism
and degrowth: An impossibility theorem”
can be interpreted as implying “No, it is diBeing unable to attain a goal within capitalist
versionary to work for what obviously cannot be obtained” (a sustained decrease in the society is no reason to refrain from advocating it.
mass of production over an extended period
of time within capitalism). On the other
hand, he advocates a “co-revolutionary movement”
To state the obvious: Lenin did not use his unwhich would synthesize struggles of labor, anti-imderstanding of the inherent link between capitalism
perialism, social domination and ecology (anand imperialism to conclude that it was pointless to
oppose imperialism as long as capitalism existed.
ti-growth).
The ravages of wanton growth are leading an entire
The importance of developing such a synthesis
cannot be overemphasized, especially for those who
generation of environmental activists to see the inbelieve it is counterproductive to advocate (or even
trinsically destructive nature of capitalism. Sadly,
discuss) reducing production. Being unable to attain
many who call themselves “Leninists” are among
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the last to understand the centrality of ecology for a
tion a very few. The fight of the Ogoni against colrevolutionary world view.
lusion between the Nigerian government and Shell is
Imperialism and economic growth are both
just one of many conflicts over oil extraction.
manifestations of the same phenomeIndustrial processes require wanon—the irresistible urge of capitalter. Manufacture of a single car reism to expand after basic needs have
Imperialism is economic quires 350,000 liters. Water is now
been met. Refusal to oppose growth
being pumped out of aquifers at 15
growth uncorked.
makes no more sense than refusal to
times the rate it soaks into them.
oppose imperialism. If
Lakes are being drained and/or hope“attainability” within capitalist socilessly contaminated. [17] When visety were a litmus test for supporting a movement,
iting Lima in December 2010, the first newspaper I
then virtually all progressive movements would be a
ran across had a lead story documenting 250 ongowaste of time.
ing conflicts across Peru by people seeking to protect their water supplies from contamination. [18]
4. Motion against growth is not an
Yes, indeed, there is a strong connection beabstraction
tween imperialism and the growth economy. Imperialism and wasteful production are two sides of a corEuropean fur traders documented some of the
porate economy that is compelled to grow, regardfirst resistance to growth in North Americans. They
less of what individual stockholders and politicians
were quite annoyed with Native Americans who
desire. Global domination is the way that corporawould trap only the amount needed to purchase
tions obtain materials to produce mountains of useneeded goods such as knives and cooking pots.
less and destructive junk. Marching against endless
Then they would stop trapping, since they had no inwars to corner the market on raw materials means
terest in unbridled accumulation.
marching (consciously or unconsciously) against
Fast forward several centuries. The brilliant
economic growth.
movie Story of Stuff mirrors the massive awareness
that life is not made better by throw-away junk and
5. Stopping co-option by making the
never-ending style changes. Everyone who has ever
connections
gone into a rant after being forced to make a pointless computer upgrade has expressed an awareness,
Foster very effectively demonstrates the fallaat some level, of the idiocy of growth beyond reacies of Latouche, who “tries to draw a distinction beson. The old environmental truism “Reduce, Reuse,
tween the degrowth project and the socialist critique
Recycle” gave way to the newer, unspoken version:
of capitalism.” [19] Degrowth theory is weakened
“Recycle first, Reuse on rare occasion, and Never
every time one of its advocates seeks to show that
discuss reduction.” Recycling has become the corshrinking the economy is totally compatible with a
porate means of co-opting the gut level hostility to
market economy. This was certainly true of Herman
Daly, a major prophet of the theory of a steadystate economy. [20]
Does this liberalism of many supporters
make
the concept of shrinking the economy in
At the core of accumulating capital is ripping
any way unique? In fact, capitalism has massive
trees off the land, minerals from beneath the experience corrupting liberation movements.
Twisting idealistic desires to improve the envisurface, and water from everywhere.
ronment into behavior that contributes to environmental destruction is no exception.
planned obsolescence.
This is blatantly the case for energy-saving gadThat hostility is intense toward the extractive
gets. For over 150 years, we have known of the
industries. At the core of accumulating capital is
Jeavons Paradox—that increases in energy efficienripping trees off the land, minerals from beneath the
cy tend to be followed by increased energy use. Insurface, and water from everywhere. For hundreds
fatuation with energy efficient homes, cars, hair dryof years, individuals have observed the massive deers and such actually helps corporations increase
structiveness of logging—from building ships for
their sales, which results in energy use going up, not
the Roman empire to constructing the housing bubdown. Advocates of energy efficiency are actually
ble. Recent decades have seen opposition grow as
encouraging the expanded use of energy.
fast as growth itself, whether to save the last 5% of
Anyone who has ever challenged an incinerator,
US redwoods or to protect indigenous lands in South
landfill,
toxic manufacture or extraction industry has
America and Asia.
confronted
the danger of stagnating in the NIMBY
Realization that tar sands extraction may create
(Not
In
My
Back Yard) mentality. Politicians are
the tipping point for climate change has lead thouquick to suggest that victims can save themselves by
sands into the streets opposing the Alberta pipelines.
backing efforts to dump the toxic threat on some
Many more thousands have marched, often fought
other community with less power. The critical factor
and not infrequently died in battles in the global
becomes consciousness-linking: explaining that the
South to protect their land and communities from
social and ecological destruction dictated by the ecomining gold, silver, diamonds, and coltan, to mennomics of growth cannot be resolved by pushing the
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problem off to another location or to future generaMany who participated in the Occupy Wall
tions.
Street movement were well aware that the problem
The struggle for a shorter workday is an inteis not just opportunities denied the 99% but the acgral part of any effort to shrink production. But captive destruction of the planet by the 1%. The great
italism has long since figured out how to transform it
strength of socialists is their grasp of the unique
into a tool for maintaining or even increasing propower of labor to create a new society. A movement
duction. Liberals often argue that being at the job
which merged the enthusiasm of Occupy, the workfor fewer hours can invigorate workers to produce
place strength of labor, and the understanding that
the same amount in less time. Speeding up an asreducing production is essential for preserving husembly line faster or putting 20 students in a class
man life would be a powerful movement indeed.
instead of 15 both increase the rate of exploitation.
Don Fitz produces Green Time TV
Even if bosses were to
in conjunction with KNLC-TV in
grant the same pay for fewer
St. Louis and is active in the
hours of work (such as “30 for
… the same process can have
Greens/Green Party USA.
40”) they could cut social
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